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Dear Claire Moody. I have previously shown a strong interest to oppose the diversion of the above mentioned
footpath. I am still in the same frame of mind and I have been invited to take part in the on line hearing in
August. Unfortunately I will not be able to take part but would be so grateful if this correspondence could be
submitted on behalf of myself and my strong objection to the diversion of the public footpath.
I have lived in the area of the footpath for 40 years and I see how well used it is by locals and also walkers
from further away. It is a direct path to a very well know local beauty spot and quickly crosses a road on route.
The diversion would add distance and danger to the walk to wolfstones as the new footpath would lead straight
onto a blind bend in the road which walkers would have to walk up with traffic coming behind them.
I have also seen the applicants building work progress throughout some years without the need for a
diversion.Indeed the building work is now at or near completion stage.I am quite sure the reason the applicant
wishes the diversion is to enable them to completely privatise the area where the present PUBLIC footpath
goes.
I see the applicant has already rerouted walkers with a PERMISSIVE FOOTPATH which as the erected notice
states can be taken out of use anytime the owner wishes.I see this to be inevitable in the future should the
application go through.
We as the local people are loosing more and more of our access to these ancient public rights of way and we
should hold them as our historic rights.I along with many hope the application is rejected.
Yours Faithfully MR Chris Nuttall
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